Dimout & Blackout
Darkening in perfection

DELIUS offers a comprehensive range of dimout and blackout fabrics. For your hotel rooms or
your meeting rooms you can choose amongst modern structures, ambitions designs, puristic
surfaces and a large number of colours.

Double-Face-Design
The double-sided printing of interesting designs
doubles the overall attractiveness of our Dimout.
A colour matching printed backside not only looks
DIMOUT

good, it also increases the darkening effect if printed

The softly flowing double satin with a black weft

in dark colours.

elegantly exceeds the normal furnishing fabric.
Dimout reduces the usual light transmission from
40% to only 1%. In other words: During the day this

Surface effects

wonderful fabric quality produces a pleasant diffuse

Dimout is a versatile fabric. Prints, surface-effects,

light. At night it carefully absorbs every ray of light.

Double-Face-Design and woven structures produce
amazing results.
We are pleased to develop and provide solutions,
even for small quantities for individual special
purposes.

Transmission Dimout
furnishing fabrics

Transmission normal
furnishing fabric

DELIBLACK Blackouts

DELIUS dimming fabrics beautifully decorate and

Blackouts have a darkening effect of 100%. These

darken hotel rooms as well as conference rooms.

fabrics do not allow any light rays to get through.
The soft acrylic coating on the back ensures this. The
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coating of the Delius Blackouts is particularly soft so

· high darkening effect

that the fabric keeps its elegant drape. All DELIBLACK

· inherently flame retardant according to

qualities are free of DecaBDE (Decabromdiphenylether).

international norms
· elegant, softly flowing fall
· pleasant feel
· sound absorbing

DELIBLACK - Blackout

· 38 standard plain colours, 4,800 print colours

· 100% darkening factor

· many print designs with designed back

· DecaBDE free

· easy care

· resistant to dirt
· natural, softly flowing fall
· easy-care
· flame retardant according to international norms

DELIUS stands for beautiful
designs and first class fabric
soft acrylic coating on the back

qualities.

